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Abstract  
The ISO/IEC 17799 standard (2005) is commonly viewed as a necessary element in information security 
management. However, there is no empirical evidence of the usefulness of the standard in practice. To study this 
issue, this study analyses the implementation experiences of four organisations that have implemented the 
ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard. Through semi-structured interviews, the results of the study suggest that the 
standard served the needs of the small and medium-sized enterprises well and its intended usage correlates 
quite well with small and medium-sized organisations’ practice. 

Keywords  
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Introduction  
There are several reasons for building information security management system. Information Security Forum 
members (ISF 2006) have listed twelve different reasons, starting from implementation of best practice to cost 
savings (ISFSTD 2006). There are also several tools and methods, security guidelines, best practices, checklists 
and standards for building information security management systems. As we look at the standards, it is 
necessary to make a definition of a standard within the context of this paper:  

“A standard is consensus specification resulting from an open, formal development, voting and review 
process.” (Isohow 2006) 

According to ISO guidelines, building an information security management system consists of two standards, 
namely ISO/IEC 27001 (2005) and ISO/IEC 17799 (2005). Certification is done against ISO/IEC 27001 (2005), 
formerly known as ISO/IEC 17799 part two, which outlines the process to develop and implement an 
information security management system. ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard is the schedule of controls reflecting 
good practice. Both ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) and ISO/IEC 27001 (2005) provide strategic and tactical directions 
for implementing an information security management system. These non-technical standards recognize that 
information security is a management issue. 

The ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard is based on the Code of Practice that was developed in the United Kingdom 
by the Department of Trade and Industry. The Code of Practice was initially published in September 1993. In 
1995 the Code of Practice for Information Security Management became a British standard, BS 7799 (von 
Solms, 1998). The Code of Practice is argued to be based on a compilation of the best information security 
practices used by some large international companies, like British Oxygen, British Telecom, Shell International 
and Midland Bank. According to the authors, the foundation for the standard was built on real-world security 
actions and outlines the schedule of controls reflecting good practice (von Solms, 2000). 

The ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard is commonly used (see e.g. Ernst & Young 2005; Xisec 2006) and its 
significance has been pointed out among practitioners (Tong et al. 2003) and cited by the academy (see e.g. 
Siponen 2006; von Solms 2005; von Solms 2001; von Solms 1999). And yet despite all this, there is no 
empirical research exploring the real usefulness of the standard in practice.  

This paper aims to fill this gap in the research by exploring how the practitioners perceive the ISO/IEC 17799 
(2005) standard as an information security management framework. The qualitative research method was chosen 
as the research method for finding answers to the research question. Since the standard is seen as the silver 
bullet of IS security management, this study contributes to the practice by critically unveiling tried and tested 
principles for applying IS security management standards in organisations.  
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The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: next chapter presents the research method and settings. 
Then the results of the interviews are presented and they are followed by discussion. Final remarks and future 
research questions closes the study. 

Research Method and Settings 
This study aims at finding out practitioners’ experiences of the use and application of the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) 
standard in practice. Semi-structured interviews (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2000; Eskola & Vastamäki 2001) were used 
for conducting the empirical part of this work. The semi-structured interview research approach was chosen since 
it can capture the process nature of the phenomena and also allows revising the research plan during the entire 
research time (Eskola & Suoranta 2001, 15-16). The strength of the semi-structured interviews is in the richness 
of information, which can be obtained in real-life situations (Eskola & Suoranta 2001). This was seen as an 
advantage because there is no prior research on practitioners’ experiences of the use of the ISO/IEC 17799 
(2005) standard in practice. The ISO/IEC 17799 standards intended usage theme was chosen to find out how the 
practitioners use the standard and whether this usage actually correlated with the intended usage of the standard.  

The interviews took place in March 2006. There were fifteen ISO/IEC 17799 certified organisations at that time 
and eight of them were chosen for interview; five small and medium-sized and three large organisations. The five 
people interviewed were chosen because they all had a major role in the implementation of the ISO/IEC 17799 
standard and development of the information security management system within their organisations. One person 
from each company was interviewed, an exception being one company where two people were interviewed. This 
arrangement was seen as useful in order to get the full picture of the company’s information security management 
system and its development from the ground up, because in that organisation the information security manager 
changed twice during the implementation process. One of the interviewed persons had also been involved in 
another implementation process and this gave a deeper perspective on the overall process of building an ISO/IEC 
17799-compliant information security management system.  

To keep the confidentiality of the interviewees it was agreed that names of the companies and people involved 
would be kept anonymous. Because of the small number of ISO/IEC 17799 certified companies in Finland, the 
researcher and interviewees agreed that the demographics of the interviewees or the companies would not be 
revealed, although they were discussed in the interview sessions. These limitations were seen as a necessity on 
the interviewees’ part.  To provide a general background on the interviewees, they all have been involved within 
information security tasks for eight or more years. Enough time for conducting interview was reserved, the 
interviewee controlled the time schedules and the interviewee also had the final say on where the interview was 
to take place. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for further study.  

Analysis of the Semi-structured Interviews 
One factor affecting the sufficiency of qualitative research is saturation. When the same things are repeated or no 
new information is gathered, saturation point is reached and the interviews may be stopped (Hirsjärvi et al. 1997, 
180-181). Saturation could not be reliably validated in this study since there were only five interviews. In 
qualitative research, generalization can be formed with purposive sampling. The interviewees were selected 
based on their organisational role and importance in the actual development of the information security 
management system. There are other ways to validate the interviews. For example, Klein and Myers (1999) have 
laid out validation criteria for interpretations. 

The interview transcripts were analyzed through three iterations to fully cover the rich qualitative content. It was 
also important to ensure that the concepts and findings were accurately drawn out. The first round outlined the 
initial themes and categories, resulting in an initial report that summarized the selected quotations and their 
meaning. The second round focused on these existing themes, looking for categories that clustered together, 
resulting in a second version of each theme with more detail and their relationships to the other themes. After this 
phase, internal reviews were made to validate the accuracy of the second version. Finally, the last round 
identified the major concepts of the findings, distilling the detail down to several specific quotations to confirm 
the validity and examples that validated the core themes and ideas as represented in the interviews. This study is 
the output of this process, and the themes are finally in a format that would answer the research question. 

Interview Results 
The interviewed companies also considered other frameworks. The ISF (2006) was mentioned as an alternative, 
but it was not used since it was too expensive, said one interviewee. Furthermore, the ISF (2006) was seen as too 
difficult to implement because it did not downscale for that small organisation’s purposes:  
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R: ”(ISF) why we didn’t take that … first of all, it was about the costs and the secondary reason was that 
the model… from my point of view… it was visible that the model was good for the mega-sized 
organisations …how well does it scale downwards, that’s a different story.” (R4) 

The costs and the suitability of the model are important factors when choosing a framework for information 
security, as shown by the sample above. The scalability of the model is another issue for small and medium-sized 
organisations. Two interviewees mentioned the ISO 9000 (2000) series as an alternative, but as it is a quality 
management system rather than an information security management system, it was not implemented.  GASSP 
(2006) was also mentioned, as well as SSE-CMM (2006). One of interviewees stated that there were no 
alternative frameworks considered because they had decided to go for ISO/IEC 17799 (2005).  

ISO/IEC 17799 Standard’s Intended Usage and Actual Use by the Practitioners 
According to ISO (Isousage 2006), the standard is suitable for several different types of use and information was 
gathered to evaluate how the practitioners viewed the issues ISO organisation argues to be valid for choosing the 
standard and whether the standard was used as it was meant to be. The results are presented in Table 1.  

Table 1: The intended and the actual use of the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard 

Index Item Used by 

1 Formulate security requirements and objectives. 5 

2 To ensure that security risks are cost-effectively managed. 4 

3 To ensure compliance with laws and regulations. 4 

4 A process framework for the implementation and management of controls to 
ensure that the specific security objectives of an organization are met. 5 

5 Definition of new information security management processes. 5 

6 Identification and clarification of existing information security management 
processes. 5 

7 Determination of the status of information security management activities. 5 

8 
Use by the internal and external auditors of organizations to determine the 
degree of compliance with the policies, directives and standards adopted by an 
organization. 

5 

9 
Use by organizations to provide relevant information about information security 
policies, directives, standards and procedures to trading partners and other 
organizations with whom they interact for operational or commercial reasons. 

5 

10 Implementation of business-enabling information security. 3 

11 Use by organizations to provide relevant information about information security 
to customers. 5 

The standard was used to formulate security requirements and objectives by all of the organisations. Different 
risk analysis tools and methods were used. For example, POA (2006), risk scenarios, scenario analysis, fault tree 
analysis and organisations’ own risk assessment Excel sheets were mentioned. Furthermore, laws and statutes, 
regulator requirements, business agreements and customer requirements set their demands for the information 
security management system. The organisations also used their internal tools, such as safety policies, and 
gathered their own and business units’ expectations of the system. Common sense was mentioned too. Usage of 
the standard to ensure that security risks are cost-effectively managed was also found true since only one 
interviewee mentioned that the costs were not monitored; in that particular case it was important to get the 
standard for marketing reasons.  

Evidence was gathered on how the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard was used to ensure compliance with laws and 
regulations. This proved to be true. All except one mentioned that the compliance with law and regulations was 
an issue. One even mentioned that they have to align with different laws in other countries as well. The Finnish 
Vahti (2006) documentation was also mentioned as guidelines. The instructions were integrated into the 
Information Security Management System. Through the interviews it became quite clear that the ISO/IEC 17799 
(2005) standard was used as a process framework. The standard was found helpful for defining information 
security management processes and in identification and clarification of existing information security 
management processes by all of the interviewees. Two of the interviewees mentioned that the process definition 
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was taken from a textbook and further developed during the implementation process. The interviewees also 
mentioned that there were processes concerning the technical information security issues before. A more holistic 
view of the information security and the actual management process came with the implementation of the 
ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard. One of the interviewees mentioned that the existing safety processes were 
further developed to cover the information security issues and one of the interviewees mentioned that they 
implemented the safety practices of Yritysturvallisuuden neuvottelukunta (YTNK 2006). 

On the determination of the status of information security management activities all interviewees confirmed that 
the standard gave them the means for reporting the information security activities, for example incidents and risk 
assessments, for management. Within these small and medium-sized organisations the typical case was that the 
management was aware of even small details concerning the security on an almost daily basis. The reporting was 
typically based on the needs of management and included structured (written reports and e-mails) and 
unstructured means (discussions). One of the interviewees criticised the reporting for being meant only for 
holding the certificate, for example audit trail and constant development issues were covered, and there was no 
true effort made to dig deeper into the real problems. 

Because all of the organisations within this study held a certificate it was clear that the standard was used by 
internal and external parties to determine the degree of compliance issues. A typical method for gathering 
information was checklists. Technical audits were also made; for example password crackers were used. 
Typically, the internal auditor was the security officer. In one case the audits were done by the quality assurance 
department. The audits were typically made to fulfil the requirement of the standard. According to International 
Organization for Standardization (Isousage 2006), the standard itself could be used for providing relevant 
information about information security issues to third parties. This was found to be true. The interest groups 
were informed direct, for example using e-mails. Indirect media such as the Internet were also mentioned, as well 
as using consult’s information distribution channels. The information distribution was not always successful as 
one of the interviewees mentioned that they wrote a press release but it did not catch any publicity.  The 
interviewee thought that this might be due to the certification of a larger organisation at the same time. 

The claim that the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard could be used for implementation of business-enabling 
information security was supported by three interviewees. The interviewees perceived that the information 
security role was to be a supportive action. The most critical dimensions for these organisations were 
profitability, continuity of business and personnel. Other mentioned issues were trust, quality and reputation. As 
the last case evidence on how these organisations used the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard as a tool for providing 
relevant information about information security to customers, all of the interviewees mentioned that this is true. 
It became clear that the certificate also has a selling point status. The message they wanted to give to their 
customers was that the organisation takes information security seriously and that they invest in it. Building 
reputation was also mentioned. One organisation wanted the standard because they wanted to look bigger than 
they are.  In summary it can be stated that the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard served the needs of the small and 
medium-sized enterprises well and its intended usage correlates quite well with small and medium-sized 
organisations’ practice. 

Discussion 
As far as the author of this study knows, there is no empirical research available on the implementation process 
and results on putting the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard into practice in organisations. This study aimed to fill 
this gap in the research by exploring how the practitioners perceive the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard as an 
information security management framework. This study is important as it reveals novel information on 
implementation of the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard. The results are based on the answers from five people 
who all had a major role in the implementation of the ISO/IEC 17799 standard and development of the 
information security management system within small and medium-sized organisations. The small and medium-
sized organisations employ high numbers of personnel, and their significance is recognised (EU, 2005). In our 
networked world the companies form long chains of clients and subcontracting organisations, whose level of 
information security is an issue.  

This study has some limitations. The sample was quite small, four Finnish small and medium-sized organisations 
and five interviewed persons, so these findings might not be fully generalized. A larger sample with both 
domestic and international organisations could reveal more information on these issues. Furthermore, as the study 
focused on information security managers and their views on the standard, the study lacks the view of the 
management and the personnel. To give the big picture, the views of the regulators and the system auditors are 
needed. 

The Klein and Myers (1999) criteria were used as the validation criteria. Accordingly, the validation of this 
research is as follows.  The principle of Contextualization: the interviewees were asked to recollect the context 
and the facts surrounding the events that led to the development of their information security management 
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system. The principle of Interaction between the Researchers and the Subjects:  the interviews were semi-
structured in nature and open questions were used, so the interviewees were allowed to provide their own 
interpretations of the events. The principle of Abstraction and Generalisation: this principle was followed by 
abstracting the interpretations of the cases and arguing from the particular to the general, and purposive sampling 
was used. The principle of Dialogical Reasoning: the narrative section was evolved through iterations and 
internal reviews. The principle of  Multiple Interpretations: this research aimed at understanding the relationships 
between context and intentions, whereas power issues were not studied and social actions were in a minor role in 
the four organisations studied, and the principle of  Suspicion: the data collection consisted of five interviews and 
four organisations, thus reducing the possible bias of one interview; control questions were used in the interviews 
and internal reviews were used to validate the interpretations. 

Discussion of the Results 
The early versions of the standard had strict emphasis on applying all the key controls. This, and the fact that the 
creation process of the standard has not been transparent, has raised criticism. Siponen (2005, 341) argues that 
security management standards violate Hume’s law in implementing what organisations should do as opposed to 
what it is possible to do. This is especially the case with the older versions of the ISO/IEC 17799 standards. 
Siponen (2005, 341) continues that information security standards substitute an organisation’s unique 
information security requirements. The new ISO/IEC 27001 has moved further away from this drawback by 
emphasising the organisation’s own risk assessment as the point of departure.  

These practitioners evaluated the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard as offering a trustworthy security framework. It 
offers a risk-based approach to information security and could be utilised in risk management, even though the 
standard is not a dedicated tool for handling risks. Furthermore, the standard pushes the organisations to clarify 
the processes and make better documentation. Thus the risks related to assets, whether people (losing key 
personnel or frauds) or data (forgeries), are diminished. The standard gives guidelines on how to protect sensitive 
information, yet leaves a lot of room for the actual implementation of the controls. The interviewees also 
perceived that the implementation of the standard changed the whole way of working towards a more secure way 
of practising it. This means that the client actually benefits from the implementation of the standard too. And, 
according to the interviewees, these small and medium-sized organisations gained from the new information 
security processes as well. Ideally, this new and good work practice is incorporated in day-to-day actions. This of 
course calls for continuous management support. The management support is also needed for guaranteeing the 
successful implementation of the process, as validated in the literature (von Solms & von Solms, 2004; Björk, 
2006). The ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard itself emphasises a continuous improvement process, which forces 
organisations to always think about security and the risks involved in doing business. 

The interviewees mentioned that they used the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard as a source when making their 
information security management system and the information security policy. Baskerville and Siponen (2002, 
338) have stated that using generic standards as a basis for security policy development has several shortcomings. 
They listed four cases: 1) generic standards do not pay adequate attention to the fact that organizations differ, and 
therefore their security requirements will differ; 2) generic standards do not take into account the social nature of 
the problems; 3) generic standards overlook the normal business requirements of organizations and as a result a 
conflict between the organization’s normal business requirements and security requirements proposed by security 
standards may arise; and 4) generic standards are broadly written necessitating ad hoc managerial decision 
making and judgment. Baskerville and Siponen (2002, 338) also expressed the opinion that the generic standards 
do not provide any help concerning these decision-making problems. One striking comment in this study was that 
one organisation not only took a sample policy, they found that policy document so useful that they committed to 
what was written.  

The trustworthiness of the standard itself is an issue. ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) certification can give organisations 
or their interest groups a false sense of security as management or third parties could associate the “certified” or 
“compliant” status to mean a secure system on which no further action needs to be done. The new ISO/IEC 
17799 (2005) standard is not strict on the implementation of the controls, as the following excerpt shows: “This 
code of practice may be regarded as a starting point for developing organization specific guidelines.” and it 
continues: “Not all of the controls and guidance in this code of practice may be applicable.”  (ISO/IEC 17799 
2005, 11). The ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard leaves room for organisations’ own guidelines and controls by 
stating: “Furthermore, additional controls and guidelines not included in this standard may be required. When 
documents are developed containing additional guidelines or controls, it may be useful to include cross-
references to clauses in this standard where applicable to facilitate compliance checking by auditors and business 
partners.” (ISO/IEC 17799 2005, 11). These are good intentions but are they acting as solid guidelines? The 
small and medium-sized organisations proposed that the ISO organisation could make guidelines and mappings 
of the safety functions as a starting point.  
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All these reflect that there is a need for a more agile framework for implementing the ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) 
standard in practice. Perhaps by combining the agile methods with the development of the information security 
management system we could have a new approach to the actual information security management work? 

Conclusion 
The ISO/IEC 17799 standard (2005) is commonly viewed as a necessary element in information security 
management. However, there is no empirical evidence of the usefulness of the standard in practice. To study this 
issue, this study analysed the implementation experiences of four organisations that have implemented the 
ISO/IEC 17799 (2005) standard. Through semi-structured interviews, the results of the study suggest that the 
standard served the needs of the small and medium-sized enterprises well and its intended usage correlates quite 
well with small and medium-sized organisations’ practice. 

This study aimed at analysing experiences of putting the ISO/IEC 17799 standard into practice. There are a lot to 
be studied though. It would be interesting to find out whether there any practices in use that are totally missing in 
the ISO/IEC 17799 standard? Furthermore, it would be interesting to find out how to combine agile methods and 
the development of an information security management system so that a tailor-made information security 
management system based on the actual risks of an organisation can be built.  
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